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TACTICAL ELECTRONICS

SPEC SHEET

 » Pole Camera with quick change extensions

 » Color, B&W, Thermal Camera Heads

 » Handheld Inspection Tool

 » Optic Fiberscope (1 or 2 meter)

 » Handheld Monitor

 » Wrist Mounted Monitor

KIT CONTENTS (V.1)

Pole Camera Search System w/ Color, B&W, and Thermal Camera Heads:
The Tactical Electronics Pole Camera provides wireless video surveillance and observation of subjects around corners 
and barriers. The multiple ‘quick-change’ extensions, flexible rotating camera heads, and innovative wireless technology 
make this system a must for every tactical operator.

Handheld Inspection Tool:
Gain visual access through small cracks or openings with the Handheld Inspection Tool 2. Featuring a 9 inch flexible 
neck and low light camera, the HHIT2 is highly portable and transmits video wirelessly to any Tactical Electronics 
monitor. This unit allows covert vision and is ideal for looking around corners and inspecting packages.

Optic Fiberscope:
The Tactical Electronics Optic Fiberscope is a precision Fiber Optic Inspection Tool utilizing a 6mm, two-way, 120 
degree articulating probe for inspection of enclosed objects. The non-conductive tip makes the unit suitable for 
inspection of volatile liquids. The FSNET Optic Fiberscope can be ordered in 1 or 2 meter lengths.

Wrist Mounted Monitor:
The Tactical Electronics Wrist Mounted Monitor provides the operator with a high resolution 3.5 inch screen mounted 
to the arm for hands free operation. The WMM displays real-time transmitted video from up to four separate Tactical 
Electronics camera systems.

Handheld Monitor:
The wireless Handheld Monitor from Tactical Electronics displays real-time video from up to four Tactical Electronics 
camera systems. The high resolution screen is 5.7 inches and self-orients when the monitor is flipped upside down. 
The monitor also includes 3 brightness levels and weighs only 1.4 pounds.

The Urban Search and Rescue Kit from Tactical Electronics includes multiple camera systems ideal for search and 
recovery procedures.  Configured into one easy to deploy Storm Case, the USAR Kit includes camera systems with 
the ability to record audio and video to an SD card for after action review.  The USAR Kit is available in two standard 
configurations (V.1 and V.2); however, based on your working environment the kit can be customized to meet your 
equipment needs.

Quickly deploy multiple camera systems and let any member of your team view real-time video on one of our wireless 
monitors.  Our wireless video network is specifically designed to deploy multiple camera systems and monitors at the 
same time. Controlled by the push of a toggle button, an operator can easily view video from four separate camera 
systems on a single monitor.

CAMERA SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

USAR KIT URBAN SEARCH & RESCUE KIT (V.1)
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TACTICAL ELECTRONICS

SPEC SHEET

 » Long Pole Camera with 20ft. telescoping pole

 » Color, B&W, Thermal Camera Heads

 » Optic Fiberscope (1 or 2 meter)

 » Handheld Monitor

 » Wrist Mounted Monitor

KIT CONTENTS (V.2)

Long Pole Search System w/ Color, B&W, and Thermal Camera Heads:
The Long Pole Camera System provides wireless video surveillance and observation of subjects at significant heights 
and distances. The system features a 20ft collapsible extension pole, a flexible neck camera head surrounded by eight 
IR LEDs, and an internal DVR for video recording. The rigid extension pole provides greater stability when the system 
is deployed. The main housing is conveniently stored inside the collapsed pole for timely stowaway.

Handheld Inspection Tool:
Gain visual access through small cracks or openings with the Handheld Inspection Tool 2. Featuring a 9 inch flexible 
neck and low light camera, the HHIT2 is highly portable and transmits video wirelessly to any Tactical Electronics 
monitor. This unit allows covert vision and is ideal for looking around corners and inspecting packages.

Optic Fiberscope:
The Tactical Electronics Optic Fiberscope is a precision Fiber Optic Inspection Tool utilizing a 6mm, two-way, 120 
degree articulating probe for inspection of enclosed objects. The non-conductive tip makes the unit suitable for 
inspection of volatile liquids. The FSNET Optic Fiberscope can be ordered in 1 or 2 meter lengths.

Wrist Mounted Monitor:
The Tactical Electronics Wrist Mounted Monitor provides the operator with a high resolution 3.5 inch screen mounted 
to the arm for hands free operation. The WMM displays real-time transmitted video from up to four separate Tactical 
Electronics camera systems.

Handheld Monitor:
The wireless Handheld Monitor from Tactical Electronics displays real-time video from up to four Tactical Electronics 
camera systems. The high resolution screen is 5.7 inches and self-orients when the monitor is flipped upside down. 
The monitor also includes 3 brightness levels and weighs only 1.4 pounds.

The Urban Search and Rescue Kit from Tactical Electronics includes multiple camera systems ideal for search and 
recovery procedures.  Configured into one easy to deploy Storm Case, the USAR Kit includes camera systems with 
the ability to record audio and video to an SD card for after action review.  The USAR Kit is available in two standard 
configurations (V.1 and V.2); however, based on your working environment the kit can be customized to meet your 
equipment needs.

Quickly deploy multiple camera systems and let any member of your team view real-time video on one of our wireless 
monitors.  Our wireless video network is specifically designed to deploy multiple camera systems and monitors at the 
same time. Controlled by the push of a toggle button, an operator can easily view video from four separate camera 
systems on a single monitor.

CAMERA SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION

USAR KIT URBAN SEARCH & RESCUE KIT (V.2)


